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Chapter 1
General Introduction
1.1

Introduction

Various types of imaging techniques using X-rays ha,·e been developed for many
kinds of applications. Transmission imaging of hard X-rays is on<' of the most serviceable because it can depict the inside structure of an object nondestructively.
In medicine, especially, studies for practical uses of this technique were started
early in its history. In recent years. X-ray transmission imaging has been developed into three-dimensional imaging- X-ray computed tomography (CT) [1].
Furthermore. the recent development of synchrotron radiation (SR) sources has
made possible sophisticated imaging techniques that use the attracti,·c properties
of SR, such as high intensity, energy selectivity, and high degree of collimation.
For example, X-ray CT of a high spatial resolution has been de,·eloped to contribute to materials science [2 7]. '\loreo,·er. SR is expected to increase the image
quality of medical images [8].
But application of the X-ray transmission imaging is limited mainly to the
observation of objects that are semitransparent to X-rays. The image contrast in
X-ray transmission images is produced by X-ray absorption (including scattering
loss) along the X-ray beam path inside an object. i\ Iaterials of high X-ray absorbance distributed within an object cause X-ray shadows. In general, clements
having higher atomic numbers produce darker X-ray shadows. Consequently, the
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fine structures can be revealed easily in an object that contains heavy elements.
Conversely. the observation of organic materials consisting of light clements is not
successful using the X-ray transmission imaging. This is because the amount of
X-rays absorbed by the light elements is not large enough to be detected. Tlence.
sufficient image sensiti,·ity cannot be expected with organic materials or biological soft tissues consisting mainly of hydrogen. carbon. nitrogen. and oxygen. Such
objects are too transparent to hard X-rays. Therefore, when possible. the image
contrast is enhanced with a contrast medium. Studies for medical diagnosis using
SH. also assume the usc of such stains as iodine (or contrast enhancement. This
is a common problem in X-ray CT.
In contrast, phase-contrast X-ray imaging [9-11], which produces image contrast that depends on the distribution of the X-ray phase shift, is known to be
sensiti,·e to light elements. This is because the X-ray phase shift is substantial
enough to be detected even when absorption is almost zero. In the hard X-ray
energy region, the cross section of the X-ray phase shift is about a thousand times
greater than that of the X-ray absorption. The weakly absorbing objects therefore can be obseJTecl with X-ray phase-contrast without the need for contrast
enhancement. \loreO\-cr. this high sensitivity contribu tes to reducing the X-ray
close. The X-ray dose is a crucial consideration in the observation of biological
objects that must not sustain excessive radiation damage. Thus, phase-contrast
imaging is attracti,·e for internal obsen·ation of weakly absorbing objects.
Phase-contrast imaging creates image contrast through the shift in the phase
of X-rays that is caused by an object. The X-ray phase information. however. is
not obtained on ly by measuring the intensity of X-rays. To obtain the phase information, it is necessary to create a reference X-ray beam and then to superpose
it on the X-ray beam transmitted through an object (object beam). If these two
beams are coherent, an X-ray interference pattern can be seen that corresponds
to the distribution of the phase shift caused by the object.
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Such coherent bPams arc created by use of an X-ray interferometer.

.')

But

de1·eloping an interfpromder for the X-ray region is not as easy as making one for
the 1·isible light region. Tlw X-ray wavelength is extremely short; consrqu<'nti.l".
the optical paths must be stable, with deviations within subangstrom toleranccs.
Thirty years ago. Bonse and ll art [12] created a stable X-ray interferometer by
cutting the entire body of th<' interferometer monolithically from a block of perfect
silicon crystal. All optical element were aligned accurately at the lattice level.
and the optical paths no longer drift so much. Thus. Bonse and II art opened up
the possibility of X-ray interferometry. One attracti1·e appl ication of tile \-ra.\"
interferometer is phase-contrast imaging, and some demonstrations of the phasecontrast imaging have been reported [9 ll]. The research described in this thesis
also utilized this X-ray in terferometer.
Bonse and Hart reported the first phase-contrast X-ray image. using a planoconcave epoxy lens as a test object [9]. In terference fringes of equal thickness were
visible. Later. Ando and Ilosoya applied this technique to bio logical specimens.
such as human bone

[10]. The image sufficiently demonstrated the higher s<'nsi-

tivity of phase-contrast X-ray imaging compared to that of absorption-cont rast
X-ray imaging.
One demerit of phase-contrast imagin g using the X-ray intcrferonwtcr was
the long exposure time required. This was because the energy band width of
the coherent beams was narrow and the photon flux tenckd to be insufficient.
Those images were obtained with characteristic X-rays from cotll"<'ntional X-ray
generators. Consequently. obtaining an interference pattern took a few hours.
The use of a SR source considerably shortened exposure time . Ref. [11] reported
phase-contrast imaging of a human tooth with SR. Because the X-ray intensity
was sufficient , it seems that the image quality increased, with exposure time of
several tens of seconds.
Although the problem of the photon flux was soh·ed by using a SH source.
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study of phase-contrast imaging has not progressed as to its application. despite
the attractive image sensitivity. Two other problems can lw id<'ntified in the
phase-contrast X-ray imaging reported to date. One is that a sample had to be
sliced to a uniform thickness. In the earlier studies, a phase-contrast X-ray image
was equivalent to an X-ray interference pattern. Therefore. unless the sample was
of uniform thickness, interf<'rence fringes of equal thickness would superpose on
the fringes caused by the inside structure of the sample. It is difficult to extract
only the desired information about internal structures from such an interference
pattern.
Another problem is that approaches were not made for quantitative analysis of
interference patterns. Even if the sample is a slice of a uniform thickness, a process
is needed for obtaining structural information from interference patterns. In the
case of phase-contrast imaging, the distribution of the refractive index inside an
object is related to the image contrast: the phase shift <I> corresponds to the
projection of the distribution. Therefore. the ideal way to perform quantitative
analysis of phase-contrast images is to evaluate the phase shift <1>.
difficult to determine <I> directly from an interference pattern.

But it is

In general, the

interference pattern 1 is writLcn as

1 =a+ bcos <1> .

(1.1)

where a and b are the aYerage fringe intensity and the fringe contrast. The <I>
cannot be determined definitively because 21rn (n: integer) of phase uncertainty
remains. i\loreover. interference patterns vary depending on other optical conditions besides the phase shift caused by the object.

For example, when the

fabrication of t he interferometer is incomplete, the phase difference between the
two beams in the interferometer is no longer zero. Therefo re, cos <l> in eq. (1.1)
shou ld be replaced with cos( <I>+ L':.), where L':. is the phase differ nee between the
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object beam and the reference beam.
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is usually unknown. and this also

prevents us from dctC'rmining <1>. i\loreovcr, the total I hickn<'ss of tile' slice also
influences the interfer<'nce pattern. For example, if the slice happens to lw a lit tiP
thicker or thinner. the image contrast will be differ<'nl. and occasionally inverse.
The same object docs not always create the same contrast. Furthermore. structural information is missing at the dark fringe area where tlw pha:;P difference
happens to be 2rr{n+~). due to an insufficiency of photons coming into this area.
These problems seem to have hindered the de,·elopmcnt of phasP-contrast
imaging . This thesis proposes and describes a technique for determining the
distribution of <!>. or a phase-mapping image. from X-ray interference patterns.
It is much easier to diagnose the interna l structure quantitativ<'ly. by analyzing
the phase-mapping image. ,\ lorcon?r. the technique for df'tcrmining <I> allows us
three-dimensional phase-contrast observation under tomographic configuration
i.e .. phase-contrast X-ray CT. Our observation is no longer restrictC'd to sliced
samples. \\'e ha,·e applied this no,·eltcchnique to three-dimensiona l obsen·at ions
of biological soft tissues that are almost transparent to hard .\-rays .
This thesis will describe the princip le of phase-contrast X-r<l). CT. t\bo. the
autho r will present results of the observations of nonstained biological soft tissues,
obtained with synchrotron X-rays . fn Chapter 2, methods for obtaining phasemapping images will be de cribed. Chapter 3 will show the principle of phasecontrast X-ray CT which reconstructs a three-dimensional image from phasemapping images. Observation results and discussions will be presented in Chapter
4.

Phase-contrast X-ray CT involves the techn iques of the X-ray intt'rferomPt<'r
and X-ray CT. The rest of this chapter describes their backgrounds briefly.

8
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1.2

X-Ray Interferometer

Constructing an interferometer for the hard X-ray energy r<'gion is difficult
because the entire system must be stable within a deviation distance shorter than
the X-ray wavelength. As mentioned, Bonse and Hart overcame this difficulty
about thirty years ago. with the idea of monolithic fabrication of the entire body of
the interferometer from a perfect crystal. The historical aspect of phase-contrast
X-ray imaging using the X-ray interferometer was briefly reviewed abo,·e: details
of the X-ray interferometer is described here. The typical structure of the Xray interferometer is shown in Fig. l- 1. Three parallel crystal slabs (S: beam
splitter. ;_,[: mirror, and A: analyzer) are monolithically cut out from a crystal
block ha,·ing the same gaps.

A photograph of one of the actually fabricated

X-ray interferometers is shown in Fig. 1-2.

Each slab functions as an X-ray

half-mirror on satisfaction of the Bragg diffraction condition for the lattice plane
perpendicular to the surface of the slab. Because all slabs are monolithical. the
diffraction occurs at all slabs at the same time . Consequently, two coherent beam
paths are created, as shown in Fig. 1-l. An interference pattern can be observed
behind the analyzer (A).
The crystal slabs have the functions of beam collimation and monochromatizat ion, and restrict the angular divergence and the energy band width of the
X-ray beams in the interferometer. They help to cause interference e\·en when
the interferometer itself is incomplete due to deformation and/or fabrication error
of the interferometer, or insufficient crystallinity of the silicon ingot. The interferometer obtains a higher degree of collimation and monochromatization when
it is designed to use slabs of greater thickness. Also, thicker slabs better tolerate
fabrication error in the interferometer. However, they also cause a decrease in
beam intensity. Therefore, a slab thickness of about l mm is usually chosen; this
is a practical value for performance of the interferometer and for convenience in
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Object

Fig. 1- 1 An X-ray interferometer monolithically cut out from a crystal block.
Three X-ray half-mirrors
analyzer (A)

the beam splitter (S). t lw mirror (\ I). and the

are located in parallel and ha,·c equal gaps bct\\'ccn I hem .

Satisfying the diffraction condition, t lw beam incident to the intf'rferonwtcr
is separated into two beams by the half-mirrors, thus creating t \\'O coherent
beam paths. An objecl placed in one of the beam paths causes X-ray phase
shift and a corresponding interference pattern can be seen.

('/tap. I C:rucral Jut roducl iou
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Fig. 1-2 Photograph of a typical X-ray interferometcr monolithicall.'· cu t out
from a si licon crystal.

the fabrication.
Following arc some considerations on cohcrcnce. Tlw br·am splitting by the
slabs is based on dividing the am plitudc. Thcr<'forc. ll'hcn thc intcrf<'ronwtcr is
completely fabricated and no phase object is located in the bram pal hs . photons
divided by the beam sp litter (S) a lw<tys meet in front of thc analyzcr (. \ )and interfere in phase. At e1·ery point within the beam cross sec t ion . interfcr<'ncc occurs
independently in the same manner. In this case. therefor('. temporal and spatial
coherence is not necessary to cause interference ll'ith this intrrferonwtn. \\'hen
a phase object is placed in the beam path. holl'cl·er. som<' <'xtcnt of cohrn·nc.1· is
required. The X-ray phase shift caused by the object makes a differ<•ncc in thc
optical path length s betll'ecn the object beam and the reference lwam. 13ut t hc
temporal coherence length (seve ral microns) . which is detcnnined by the degrcc
of monochromatizat ion. is actually much greater than thc clifl'c rcncr in optical
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paths . Therefore, the phase shift does not smear out the interference fringes.

t\s to the spatial coherence, the beam deflection due to the rdraction must
be considered. By passing through an object, the wavefront of X-rays bend as
ohown in Fig. 1-1. Because X-rays propagate in the direction p rpendicular to
th<' wavefront. X-ray photons di1·ided by th<' beam splitter (S) then no longer
impinge on the ourfac<' of the analyzer (.\) at the same point. In the hard Xray energy region, the amount of wavefront bending is small: the resultant beam
deflection angle, but depends on the shape of the object, is typically 1 fLrad. The
shift of the entrance point to the analyzer due to the deflection is calculated as
.jQ

nm in this case, assuming that the distance from the object to the analyzer

(A) is 5 em. The actual spatial coherence length is much greater than this value
e1·en for the con1·entional X-ray sources. and is enough to cause interference.
Ilowe1·er. it should be noted that the performance of the slab as an X-ray halfmirror is affected by the beam d<'nection. The beam deflection angle is magnified
in the crystal. and then finite spatial coherency innuences the image quality. This
is actually crucial to phase-contrast X-ray imaging with the X-ray interferometer.
The details of this probl<'m, and its solution. will be described in Chapter 3.
i\1orco1·er. spatial coherence is required when the gaps between the three slabs
arc not equal because the X-ray photons separated by the beam splitter (S)
no longer meet at the analyzer (A). Therefore, tolerance of fabrication error
depends on the spatial coherency of the X-ray beam incident to the interferometer.
Assuming that the spatial cohcrPnce length is se1·eral microns. the error limit of
the gaps is several tens of microns.

1.3

X-Ray CT

The discovery of X-rays was SC"nsational because it enabled investigation of the
inside structure of opaque objects as X-ra.y shadows. Th is property of X-rays was
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c•sp<'cially attractiH' for medical diagnosis. Vigorous study of X-ray imaging was
soon started. and has madC' practical contributions to mcdicinC'. ll oll·c·,·<'r. threrdimensional structures in sick an object were superposed onto two-dim<'ns ional .\ray films. The information obtainC'd from the radiographic im ages, t hPrPforP. did
not satisfy radiologists. They demanded. as a matter of course, n<'ll' t<'chniqurs
that could resoh·e structures along the direction of .\-ray propagation. S<',·<'ral
techniques were tried for producing an image on an imaginary sPctional plan<' of an
object [13] . To form an image on a plane of interest located inside an ohjC'rl. the
X-ray source and the film were mo,·ed synch ronously. and othe r components were
defocused. But the innuence of the dcfocused component on the imag<' was not
negligible. It was found that mor<' complete images could be constructC'd from the
transmission images obtained in different directions of projection. This concept
was reported in 1917 by Radon [11], who pro,·ed mathematica lly that the threedimensional structure of an object can be determined from images projected from
infinite directions. But enormous calculations were required to reconstruct an
image. As a result, it was more than fifty years later that ll ounsfield constructed
an apparatus based on the principle

a prototypical CT scannC'r [1]

C'n1ploying

a computer. l\'owadays. X-ra.v CT is used in materials science and industry

111

addition to medicine for three-dimensional investigation.
The geometrical relation of an object with the X-ray beam and the reconstructed image plane is illustrated in F'ig.

l-3. X-ray transm ission in1ages are

measured in different directions of projection. usually. the direction of projection is varied by rotating an X-ray source and an X-ray dC'tector synchronously
around the object. Equivalent scan is achie,·ed by rotating thf' object around tlw
axis perpendicular to the X-ray beam path. In the case of Fig. 1-3. when the
intensity of X-rays on the line perpendicular to the rotation ax is arc measured.
X-ray CT produces an image (tomogram) on the imaginary sectional plane involving the line and perpendicu lar Lo the rotation axis. Im ages on other sectional
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Reconstructed CT image

Fig. 1-3 Geometrical relation of an object with the X-ray beam a nd t he reconstructed image in X-ray CT. Computed tomography reconstructs sect ional
images ( tomograms) on the planes parallel to the X-ray beam path from
projection images .

planes can be obtained by changing the probe line. Recently. X-ray digital image
sensors have become available, and a series of tomograms are obtained using one
scan. By slacking t hose tomog rams, three-dimensional internal structures can be
revealed nondestructive\y.
Recent developments in SR sources have contributed to inc reased per formance
in X-ray CT. Ow ing to the low divergence of SR beams. X-ray CT at a high
spatial resolution (several microns) has been developed [:J]. ll loreover, because the
X-ray energy is tunable, element-specific obsen·ations ha,·e bee n demonstrated.
using absorption edge image subtraction [15]. In the hard X-ray energy region,
heavy elements have thei r absorption edge, which corresponds to the onset of
the exci t at ion of electrons from a given core level to t he continuum above the
io ni zatio n lim it . Therefore, transmission images obtai ned above and be low the
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edge' difff'r. and the subtraction image between them shows the distribution of
the specific element.
One problem remaining in X-ray ('T is insufficient scnsiti,·ity in in1aging objects consisting of light e lenwnts that do not absorb X- rays well. ThC' tC'chnique
of absorption edge image subtraction cannot be app lied lo light clf'mf•nts !)('Cause
their absorption edges do not exist in the hard X-ray <?ncrgy region. Such objects.
therefore. are usually stained with heavy clements to enhance imagr contrast. But
using contrast media docs not always bring success: in the case of medical diagnosis, moreover. injection of contrast media into the bodies of patients occasionally
threaten their health. The objective of our study. therefore, is to make possible
three-dimensional observation of the weakly absorb ing objrcts without the usc
of contrast media. As mentioned. the technique of phase-contrast X-ray imaging
meets this demand. The author therefore modified the X-ray interferometry and
utilized the technique of X-ray CT for three-dimensional image reconstruction
using X-ray phase information.

Chapter 2
Phase-Contrast X-Ray Imaging
2.1

Introduction

In order to make clear the physical sense of "phase-contrast" in this thesis, three
levels of phase-contrast images obtained using the interferometer ar<' explained.
The first Je,·el is an X-ray interference pattern. obtained directly by recording
the diffraction beam from the interferometer. Phase-contrast images reported
before our study meant the interference patterns.

As mentioned, interference

patterns do not allow us to understand the internal structure of the object satisfactorily. The second level is an X-ray phase-mapping image that is obtained
by processing X-ray interfcrcnc<' patterns using an X-ray interfe rometry newly
modified by the author. The phase-mapping image equivalently shows the projection of the refractive index, making more advanced analysis possible. The
third level is phase-contrast tomograms, which are reconstructed by processing
the phase-mapping images under a tomographic configuration.
In this chapter. preliminary observation results of interference patterns of
rat cerebellar sections ar!" fi rst presented.

With the observation. it is shown

that X-ray phase-contrast imaging can reveal structures of nonstainl"d biological
soft tissues. Next . methods for obtain ing phase-mapping images are described.
Ph ase-contrast X-ray CT will be explain ed separate ly in t he next cha pter.
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2.2

Imaging Using an X-Ray Interferometer

:\\though the obserYation rcsults of thin sliccs of a hunlilll bone and a tooth
ha1·c been reported [10.11], there was no experimental demonstration sltowing
that X-ray phase-contrast imaging was sensiti1·e to biological soft tissues. :\sa
preliminary study. therefore. slices of a rat cerebellum were obsciTcd with the
coll\·entional phase-contrast X-ray imaging method to ascertain that image sensitivity was sufficient for soft tissues.
Figure 2-1 shows a schematic 1·iew of an experimental setup. The optics is almost the same as that in the carlier studies. \\ "e used SR from a bending section of
a storage ring of the Photon Factory at Japan ·s :\ational Laboratory for ll igh Energy Physics. Experiments were performed at the station BL-8C 2 . \\"p selected

1-A

X-ray beam through a Si(220) double-crystal monochromator.

Although

the X-ray interferometer has a function of monochromatizing as nwnt ioned. tiH'
monochromator was installed to prc1·ent a white SR beam from impinging directly
on the interferometer and causing the deformation of tiH• intcrferonwtcr due to
heat load. The interferometer also used Si(220) reflection . and was aligned in a
(+,-)geometry against the monochromator. The interfnon1cter was put on a
goniometer of a vertical rotation axis because it was easy to align the interferometer. Instead, the intensity loss by the po larization factor cos 20 8 had to be
accepted. where Oa is the Bragg diffraction angle, because the SR beam at the
station BL-8C 2 was linearly polarized in the horizontal plane.
Influence of higher harmonics contamination on interference patterns was negligible. as explained below. The diffraction angles of the 13ragg-case monochromator and the Laue-case interferometer arc slightly different because the refract ion
in the Si crystals affects the Bragg-case diffraction only [16]. The harmonics in
the monochromatizecl beam. therefo re. do not sat isfy the diffr action condition of
the interferometer at the same incident angle as that for the primary wavelength

--17
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SR source

Object beam

X-ray interferometer

Reference beam

X-ray fi lm

F ig. 2-1 Experimental setup to observe in terference patterns using an X-ray interferometer. Synchrotron X-rays through a double-crystal monochromator
impinged on the X-ray interferometer. A sliced sample supported by thin
glass plates was placed in t he object beam path. An in terference pattern
was detected with X-ray film .

18
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1H'am.

Thus. the harmonics were eliminated by pr<'cisely tuning tlH' incid<'nl

angle to the interferometer. For example. l he intensities of 1-A X-rays and the
second harmonic (Q ..j-A X-rays) in t he outgoing beam from thr int<'rf<'ronwter
were measured ,·ersus the rotation angle of the intcrfero n!Cler (Fig. 2-:2). Difl'mction peaks of 1-r\ and

o..j-c\

X-rays appeared in differ<'nt angular positions. 13.'·

selecting an appropriate angular setting, the second harmonic was prc,·entcd from
passing through the intC'rferomctcr.
The sample was prepared by culling a rat cerebellum fixed in formalin into
1-mm thick slices.

ThE' formalin was prepared by dissoh·ing fonnald<'h.\'Cle in

physio logical salt solution at a con cent rat ion of 3.7o/c. and therdorc do not contain
heavy elements that absorb X-rays and create X-ray shadows. The sliced sample
was placed into one o[ the b<'am paths o[ the interferometer. being supported
between thin glass plates. The sample was wet with formalin and llwrefore was
attached to the glass plates with the surface tension of formalin.
X-ray interference patterns were detected with X-ray films (Fuji X- ray film
#50) placed about 1.5 em downstream from the samples. The beam int<'nsit.\· of

1-A X-rays in front of the sample was estimated to be I O·' photons/mm2/sec. and
the typical exposure lime was 10 minutes.·
Observation results of a sagittal slice of a rat cerebella r ,·ennis arc show n in
Fig. 2-3; (a) is a phase-contrast X- ray image (interfe rence pattern) and (b) is
a corresponding absorption-contrast image. The latter image wa s obtained by
blocking the reference beam with a lead plate. The exposurC' limC' was twice
of that used to obtain the image (a) . Figure 2-:J(c) is a surfac<' photograph of
the samp le. and Fig. 2-3(d) is a corresponding sketch.

ln the phasC'-co ntrast

image (a) . clear struct ure was revealed while no st ructure was obsC'l'\'C'cl in the
absorpt ion -contrast image (b). Comparing (a) with (c) and (d). onC' can sec that
·The intens ity loss due to lhe glasses supporLing th e sample was la rge. Later, by using a ce ll
of plastic windows for sample holding, lhe exposure was shortened Lo be a few 1rns of s<'conds.
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F ig. 2-3 X-ra~ intC'I"fer<'tH·e• pati<'rn (a) and an X-ra.1· aiNnptio tt-contra't intil!!,<'
(b) of an 1-mm sagittal slic<' of a rat C<'r<'bellum ( ,·,·nnis ). lite• inlilg<' (b) w;1s
obtain<'cl by bl<"king tltr r<'f<'rcnce i><'am with a i<'ad plate·.
wer<' rE'cord<'<l on X-ra.1· films wit It 1-.\ \-ra~·,.

l ite·''' itnag<'s

l it<' lan·r sl ruclur<' oft it<'

in the imag<> (b) .. \11 optical photograph (c) ond a sk<'tch (d) sltow<'d that
the molecular la.1w (snt) . gn111ttlar la.1·rr (sgr) . and wltitc> malin (Ia) were
distinguished in thr imag<' (a).
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whit<' matte r (Ia), granu lar layer (sgr). a nd molecula r layer {sm) [17.18] were
distinguished in the phasc>-contrast image.

Di stinction bet w<·cn th<' n1olccular

layer and the granular laFr in the' phase-cont rast imag<' is ciC'ar<'r than in th<'
optical photograph (c). Thus. it is evident t hat phase-contrast X-ray imaging is
sufficiently sensitin• to biological soft tissues.

2.3

Phase Determination from Interference Patterns

It must be noted that the creation of im age contrast in Fig. :2-:3{a) do not d<'p<'nd
only on the structure inside the sample. If the slice happened to be a little thickcr
or thinner, the contrast would lw different. and occasionally invers<'. The image
contrast varies depending on other optical condition . such as the inh<'rent phase
difference between the object beam and the reference beam that arises from the
imperfection of the interferometer. I[ no information about the optical condition
is known in advance. it is impossible to extract structural information from an
interference pattern . In general. the interference pattern I produced by an obj<'ct
beam A exp{ i <t> ) and a reference b<>am I is

11

+Aexp[i( <t> + ~ )JI 2

I + A 2 + 2A cos{<l> + ~ ) .

(:2 .1)

where ~ is the inherent phase difference. Til<' phase shift <t> coll\·eys structural
information of the object. and the determination of <t> leads us to quant itati,·e
understanding of the structure in side the object. On e ran determine cos{ <l> +
~ ) by measuring A by blocking the reference beam.

Even if the ~ is known,

however. calcu lating t he arc cosine leaves uncertainly of

21r11

(n: integer). In

order to overcome this problem, the aut hor has modified X-ray interferometry
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\ X-rays

Wedge phase shi fter

Fig. 2-4 A setting for the Fourier-transform method. The carrier fringes were
produced by a wedge phase shifter placed in one of the beam paths.

to determine <I> definitively. Two techniques used alternati,·ely in the modified
X-ray interferometry are described below.

A. Fourier-Transform Method
The Fourier transform method [19] uses a wedge placed in the refcr<'nce beam
path as shown in Fig. 2-4. The wedge causes a uniform phase gradient, and
produces interference fringes of a constant spacing cal led carri er frin ges. When
an object is placed in the object beam path, the carrier fringes bend due to the
phase sh ift caused by the object. as illu strated in Fig.

2-5.

The phase shift

is proportional to the distance of the displacement of the carrier fringes.

For

example. the phase shift at the point P is 2T<lja, where l is the distance of the
frin ge displacement and a is the spacing of the carrier fringes. Thus, one can
determine <I> definitively from the interference pattern with the carri er fringes.
The Fourier-transform method determines <I> using a computer with this concept .
Using t he general expression of an interference pattern used in eq. (1.1) . t he

Chap. 2 Phase-('ontrast _\-/Ia.'· Imaging

Fig. 2-5 An illustration of an interference pal tern with the carrier fringes. \\'hrn
an object is placed in the view area. the carrier fringes bend due to the phase
shift caused by the object. The phase shift is proporl ional to the dist<ulcc
of the fringe displacement. For example. the phase shift at l he point P is

2r.lja. where lis the distance of the fringe displacement at P and a is the
carrier fringe spacing.
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inlerfe"rence pattern J(x. y) including the carrier fringes can be written as

f (x, y) = a(2· . y)

+ b(.r, y) cos[21r fo ~· + <l> (:r. y) + 6.(.r, y )] ,

(2.2)

where f o is the reciprocal of the carrier fringe spacin g (car rie r frequency). The
coordination is shown in Fig. 2-cl. For explanation purposes. eq. (2.2) is rewritten
as

l (x, y) = a(x . y)

+ c(x. y) exp(21ri.{ x) + c"(x, y) exp( -21ri.fox),
0

(2.3 )

where

c(x,y)

= ~b(2·,y)exp[i{<I>(x,y) + 6.(x.y)}]

(2.4)

and • denotes the compl x conjugate. The spectrum of spatial frequency in the
.<:-direction is obtained by Fourier transforming J(x.y ) as

IF(.f, y) = ap(.f, y)

+ cp(.f- .fo,y) + cf..(f + .fo, y),

(2 .5)

where t he subscript F indi cates the Fourier t ransfo rm for each term in eq . (2.3) .
[f the spatial variations of a, b, and <I> are slow compared to .fo, the peaks corresponding to the three terms in eq. (2 .5) do not overlap. Therefore, the second
or third term of eq . (2.5) that contains the information for the phase sh ift <I> is
extracted separately. For examp le. let us extract the peak corresponding to the
second term cp(f- .fo-Y) · By translating cp(f- .fo,Y) by .fo along the frequency
ax is, cp(f, y) is obtained. This translation corresponds to cancel lation of the
phase gradient produced by the wedge. By extracting the peak co rrespo nding
to the third term . cp(.f, y) is obtained as well. The inverse Fourier transform of
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cF(.f.y) with respect to
corresponds to <l>(1·,y)

.f

giv<>s c(x.y). The argument of the obtained c(.r.y)

+ ~(.r . y)

(sec eq.

(2.•1)).

Because ~(.r,y) ran be de-

terminecl by analyzing the intcrfer<'ncc pattern in the abscnc<· of the objt'ct, a
phase-mapping image <1>(~·. y) is obtained by subtracting the ~(.r. y) mcasured in
acl1·ance.
The calculation of the argument involves an operation of arc tangent. Therefore. the resultant 1·alue of <I> ranges between

-7f

and

7f.

\\'hen the phase shift

exceeds 2;r, one sees phase jumps of 2;r. Therefore. to obtain the true <1>(1·. y).
a phase unwrapping process is necessary. Because thP Fourier-transform m<'thocl
assumes that the spatial variation of <l> (:r, y) is slow. it is easy to compensate the
phase jump (Fig. 2-6).
Figure 2-7 shows an example of the process of the Fourier-transform method.
The sample was a slice from a human cancerous liver. I By Fourier transforming
the interference pattern shown in Fig. 2-7(a) respect to .r. three peaks corresponding to the terms in eq. (2.3) were obtained (Fig. 2- 7(b) ). Figure 2-7( c)
was produced by choosing the left subpeak only and translating it to the origin.
The im·erse Fourier transform of Fig. 2-7(c) and the subsequent calculation of
the argument produced the pha e-mapping image <l> (x.y) (Fig . 2-7(cl)).
The expected spatial resolution of the image o btain ed by using the Fouriertransform method is limited by the carrier fringe spacing. in the direction parallel
to the x-axis. \\'ith the quality of the optics used in our measurements. the spacing of the carrier fringes available for observation was clown to O.Q.j mm. \\ 'hen
narrower carrier fringes are used to obtain an image of a higher spatial resolution.
the image processing was unsuccessful because fringe 1·isibility got worse. In contrast, by using the fringe scanning method described next. the spatial resolution
is theoretically the same as those of X-ray image sensors.
1ConcenLrating on the explanation of the method, the details of the sample and th(' image

ar not discussed here.
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Fig. 2-6 The value of<!> ranges between -11' and

1r

because of the calculat ion of

arc tangent in the argument extract ion. Although the phase jumps of 211'
occasionally appear, it is easy to compensate the jump if the spat ial phase
variation of the phase shift is not too steep.

-

Fouriertran sform

LIJ

(b)

-

Subpeak
extraction &
origin reset

c::J

(c)

A rgument
ext rac t ton

-

Inverse
Fouriertransform

(d)

calculation of the argument produced the phase-mapping image (d).

the righ t subpeak) only and translating it to the origin. The inverse Fourier-transform of (c) and the subsequent

fringes produced the image (b). The image (c) was produced by extracting the one of the subpeaks (in this case.

Fig. 2-7 Process of the Fourier-transform method. The Fourier-transform of the interference pattern (a) with the carrier

(a)
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B. Fringe Scanning M ethod
The fringe scanning mel hod [20] nC'C'ds several inlerferencr pallrrns to producr
one phase-mapping image <!>.

\ \'hrn the relative phase diffrrrnce brt WC'<'Il thC'

object beam and the rC'fer<'nce b<'am is changed. the interferencC' fring<'s mon'
depending on the amount of th<' phase chang<'.

The fring<' scanning nlC'thod

determines <I>(x,y) by analyzing the relation between the mo,·c·nJelll and tlw gi1·en
phase difference.
The fringe scanning method uses .1/ interference patterns obtainf'd by 1·arying
the relat ive phase difference at a 2rr / M step. The interference patterns are written
as

.Y
) .
I(x.y;,\.) =a(l· . y)+b(.r,y)cos ( 2rrJJ+<I>(.r.y)+~(.r.y)

(2.6)

.\' = 1. 2... -.. \/ .

Summation of l (x. y; .V) with weights of exp( -2rri.\f\/) yields

J;., I (x,y; N)exp
M

(

N) =

-2rri /If

l

2.1/ b(.r.y)exp[i{<l>(.r,y) + u(.1· . y)}] .

(2 .7)

This equation shows that the argument of the summed up image c·quals <l>(.r. y) +
~ (.r.y).

The ~(x.y) is determined in the absence of the objPct as

ll'f'li

as in

the Fourier-transform method. and thereby <l>(.r . y) is obtained. Thf' phase unwrapping process is also nC'cessary after the calculation of thC' argument. The
advantage of the fringe scanning method is that <I>(1· . y) can be ralculatC'd independently at every point (.r,y). This means that the spatial resolution of the
phase-mapping image obtained by using the fr inge scanning method is the same
as that of the X-ray image sensor.
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Plate phase shifter

Fig. 2-8 A setting for the fringe scanning method . In this case, the phase difference was created and tuned by a plate phase shifter placed in one of the
beam paths. By rotating the phase shifter, the effective thickness of the
phase sh ifter was varied and the phase difference was tuned.

The phase difference can be created and tuned for example by moving the
wedge in the direction corresponding to the 11·edge slope. Rotating a plate phase
shifter is a lso practical. as shown in fig. 2-8.
Figure 2-9 shows an example of the process of the fringe scanning method.
The sample was an 1-mm-diameter plastic sp here in a cell filled with water.! In
this case, ten interference patterns (Fig. 2-9(a)) were taken, varying the phase
difference by 211-j 10 per step with the plate phase shifter. Slight vertical stripes
shown in Fig. 2-9(a) was due to the intensity nonuniformity in the incident X-ray
beam to the interferometer. These stripes were independent of the X-ray phase,
and therefore did not remain in the obtained phase-mapping image (Fig. 2-9(b)).
I The

detail of the cell will be described in Section 3.4.

(a)

(b)

F ig . 2-9 Proccss of liH' fring<' scanning lll<'l hod.
d iamctcr plastic sphere .

I he salllplc was an l - mm -

I en intNfN<'ncc paltPrns (a) werP ob t a ined by

1·arying llw phas<' di[fcrcnn' at a "lr. / 10 step. Calcu lating the a rgu men t of
the data obtain<'d by summing up l hc intcrfercnce pal l<'rns with we ights
co rres pond ing to the gin'Il phasc diff<'rcnc<'s, t hc phasc- rnapping im age (b )
was ob t ainE'd. ThP magnifica! ion in horizontal and 1·c rl ical di rect io ns cliff<' rcd.

1 /,,,,,

·J

:ll
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Fig . 2-10 r\n X-ray interference pattern of an 1-mm slic<' of a rat c<'r<'beilum
with the car rier fringes.

2.4

Quantitative Analysis of X-Ray Phase Shift

ln Fig. 2-3(a), the in terference pattern corrC'sponding to tlw lan• r structu re of the
rat cerebellum was presented. ll ow<'l'<'l'. thC' origin of t iH? imag<' contrast was not
clear. Therefore. phasC'-mapping imagC's of tht• <"<'r<'IH'IIar slin• W<'r<' rll <'il"rr<'d .
and used to st udy tlw relation IH'tW<'<'n the phasc shift and II"· structu r<'s in
the cerebellum. Assum ing that the lipid dis tribu tion in th<' n'r<'b<'llunl play('(! a
dominant role to the cont ra st creation. the change in the X-ray phase shift due
to lipid removal from the cere>bC'II ar slice was exam in ed.
The Fourier-transform method was usC'd in th is PxpP rirnf'nl to obtain phasemapping images. A wedge phase shifter mad(' of acrylic resin was used. Til('
carrier fringes with 120-11m int cn·als W('re produced for 0.92-.\ X-ra.1·s. For computer image analysis . the intNfe rcrrcC' pattern was obtained with

ill!

X-ra)· ima ge

senso r (X-ray se nsing pickup tube [2l]whose optimal spat ial reso lut ion wa s 8
/tm ). An l-mm thick sagitta l slicP of a 1·crrnis was cut out frorn a ra t cerebellum
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fix<>d in formalin. which was a similar slir<' with the sample shown in Fi g. :Z-:3.
Figure 2-10 is an interference pattern of the sli ce with the carrit>r fringe s.
Figure 2-11 (a) is the phase-mapping image obtained by process in g tlw inl<'rfN·
cnre pal tern with the Fourier-t ran sform method. Although the spatia l resolution
was worse than that in Fig. 2-:l(a). the molecular layer. granu lar layer. and while
matter were distinguished. The bright area corresponded to the granular layer.
The molecular layer and while matter appeared dark. The relatin' phase shift
on the line AB is shown

111

Fig. 2-ll{b). It was found that the granular layer

produced larger phase shift.
After the observation. the slice was procPssed for lipid rcmo1·al. To remo1·f'
lipid , the slice was dehydrated by ethano l and then seqtwnlially put in xylene for
8 hours, in acetone for 12 hours, and in xylene for 7 hours [22). lifter lipid was
thus removed. the slice was immersed in ethanol and put back in formalin. Th e
phase-mapping image measured after the lipid remo1·al is shown in Fig. 2-ll (c) .
The profile on the line AB is also shown in Fig. 2-ll{d). Slight sh rinkage of th e
s lice was due to the lipid remo1·al procedure.
As indicated by arrows in Figs. 2-ll{c) and {d) . lh<' contrast of the while
matter almost disappeared by the lipid rcmo1·al. Thi s means that lipid was rc·
placed with water by the lipid removal procedure and that llw the phase shift
got near to that of the granular layer. This result is consistent in that the while
matter contains higher percentage of lipid than other parts of a cerebel lum [22).
Thus. it is clear that one of dominant origins of the phase-contrast crC'alion is
lipid in the cerebellum.
By analyzing the phase-mapping images. it was found that llw X-ra,· phase
shift was smaller when the concentration of lipid is larger. Thi s means that th e
refractive index is sma ller when lipid is contained more. This resu lt cannot be
obtained only by observing inte rference patterns because the phase shift cannot be
analyzed quantitatively. Further discussion about this result from a histological
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transform method was used.

indicated by arrows almost disappeared after the lipid removaL To obtain the phase-mapping images, the Fourier

phase shifts on the line AB are also shown; (c) before and (d) after the procedure. Contrast of the white matter

Fig . 2- 11 Phase-mapping images of a rat cerebellar slice; (a) before and (b) after the lipid removal procedure. The relative
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aspect will be presented again in Section 4.4 .
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Chapter 3
Tomographic Image
Reconstruction
3.1

Introduction

As the third step of phase-contrast X-ray imaging. the principle of phase-contrast
X-ray CT is described in this chapter. The geometrical relation of phas('-COntrast
X-ray CT among an object. an X-ray beam. and reconstructed images is the same
as that of the com·entional X-ray CT using abso rption-contrast (Fig. 1-:3). The
image reconstruction algorithm of phase-contrast X-ray CT is also the >ame as
that of com·entional X-ray CT. The sole difference between phase-contrast X-ray
CT and absorption-contrast X-ray CT is the input data to the reconstruction a lgorithm. Phase-contrast X-ray CT needs the phase-mapp ing images for the input
data. while absorption-contrast X-ray CT needs the 1Lt valu<' ll'hich is calculated
[rom the X-ray transmittance. Therefore, image sens iti vities o f the tll'o methods
are discussed by comparing the phase shift and fll at the atomic((',·('!. It is shown
that phase-contrast X-ray CT is a lmost a thousand times more sensiti,·e to light
elements than the com·entional method.
The phase-contrast X-ray CT system consists of an X-ray source. a monochromato r. an X-ray interferometer, a sam pl e holder. a phase shifter , an X- ray image
senso r, and an image processing system. ivlost of the system is com mon to that

3.5
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g(x, e;

y
y
X

X

F ig. 3-1. The relation between the object J(x, y) and the projection image
g(X,O).

shown in Figs. 2-5 and 2-8. For phase-contrast X-ray CT, the sample rotation
holder was newly devised. A description of the details of the sample rotation
holder and the design concept is included in this chapter.

3.2

Principle of Image Reconstruction

A two-dimensional coordinate system

.~Oy

fixed to an object is used to explain

the principle of the image reconstruction (Fig. 3-1). Another coordinate system
XOY that is fixed to the X-ray beam is a lso defined. These coordinates are
inclined by IJ each other, as shown in Fig. 3-l. The X-ray beam assumed to
be parallel to the Y-axis. To acqu ire data for the CT image reconstruction, 0
is changed by rotating the object or by rotating an X-ray source and an X-ray
image sensor synch ronously around the object .
Because the object has a three-dimensional st ructure, the third axis perpen-

:37
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dicular to the

~·Oy

plane mu st be taken into account.

ll owever . th<' principle

of image reconstruction is explained for a two-dimensional case bdow b<'causc
tomograms are reconstructed on the pl ant's parallel to the .tOy plan<'. A I h rC'edimensional image can be crPatcd by stacking tomograms reconstructed on a
se ries of planes parallel to the

~·Oy

plane.

In general. the input data g into a standa rd CT algorithm must ha1·e a form

g(X. 0) =

where

.f is

j .f(~·. y)d L

(:3.1)

a value that conveys structural information about the object. The C'T

image reconstruction means the determination of .((.1·, y) from g(X, O)'s measured
in different projection directions.
The reconstruction algorithm is based on Fourier transforms of the measured
data. The Fourier transform of .f(:r,y) is written as

F(~. '7) =

;_: ;_:

.f(x, y)

exp[-i(~.T + 'IY)]d.rdy.

The expression of eq. (3.2) with a polar coordinate is

F(wcosO,wsin 0) = ;_: ;_: f{.1:, y) exp[-iw(uos 0 + y sin O)]d.1·dy,

(:U)

where

~=wcosO

and

ry=wsinO .

Because

X= xcosO+ysinO

and

Y = -:rsinO+ycosO,

(1.5)

:l '
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cq. (3.3) is written as

F(wcosO.wsinO)

=I

: g(X.O)cxp(-iwX)dX.

(:3 .6)

Thus , F(..v cos 0, w sin 0) is the Fourier-transform of the obsen·ed image g(X. 0)
respect to X. The .f(1·. y) is dctrrmirwd by inversely Fourier-tran sforming F ( ~ . q )
as

j "" j "'

f(x,y) = •lrrI 2 - oo - oo F(C'I)exp[i(~:r

+ 'IY)]d(d!].

(:3.1)

Recently, fast Fourie r transform (FFT) is easily used, and image reconstruction
with this algorithm is practical.
However, because the F is measured on a polar coordinate system (..v. 0). one
have to interpolate it into a rectangular coordinate system((. 'I) to use eq. {;l.T) .
The interpolation must be started after all projection data arc acquired. Thi s
demand prevents us from starling the reconstruction process during the CT scan.
For quicker image reconstruction. the filtered back-projection method and the
convolution method described below are used. The both methods arc mathematically equivalent to the above me hod based on Fourier transform. and enable us
to start image reconstruction before the CT scan ends.
Using a polar coordinate system, eq. (3. 7) is written as

f(x,y) =

8 ~ 2 l' [["' F(wcosO,..vsinO)]w]exp (i..·X)d..v] dO.

(:3.8)

The integral in the [ ] of the above equation corresponds to the modification of

F(w cos 0, w sin 0) with a filter function ]w] in the space of the spatial frequency.
Eq. (3 .8), therefore, means that f(x, y) can be determined by back-p rojecting
the modified projection data.. The method that uses eq. (3.8) is thereby called
the filtered back-projection method.
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Th(' advantage of this met hod is that C'T imag<' reconstruct ion can be starl<"d
just aftrr the first projection data is measured b('causc V s 011 t lw polar coordinalf'
system can be used to calculate f(.r.y). ll owcver. a clivergrnl function

lwl

in cq.

(3.8) is not appropriate to actua l calculation. Instead. a modified fi\t('r function
that is not di,·ergcnt arP usually used. The simplest modified filt('r function 1/ (u.:)
is [23]

II ( ·)
~

= { lwl

(w :S II ')
(w> l \')

0

(:Ul)

where IV is the maximum frequency determined by the pixel siz<' of tlw X-ray
image sensor employed for measurements.
The Fourier transform with a filte r function can be rew ritt en to a co11\'olution
form. Therefore.

f(x. y) =

_l_ (
·lr.

2

Jo

'

[j"" g(X' . O)h(X- X')dX'] dO.

(:3.1 0)

-oo

is equivalent to eq. (3.8). where th<" conmlution function h(.\) is thr i1n-crsc
Fourier transform of the filter function ll (u.:).

In this study. this convo lution

method was used . using the convolution function that was tlw inverse Fouri<'rtran sform of

3.3

H (w) in eq. (3.9).

Quantity Revealed by Phase-Contrast XRay CT

In the conventional X-ray CT, the

f

in cq . (:3.1) corresponds to th<" lin<'ar ab-

sor ption coefficient fL. and th<" projection is

j ftdY = -

logT

= ''' ·

(:3. II )

tO
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where T is the X-ray transmittance of the object. Therefore. by m<'asuring the
X-ray transmittances in different projection directions and by calculating the
logarithms of them. input data to the CT reconstruction algorithm arc prepared.
Consequently. tomograms that reveal the distribution of 11 are obtained.
On the other hand. the projection relation

2
;

J6d)'

(3.12)

= <t>

is found in the X-ray phase shift process, where A is tbe X-ray wavelength and
6 is the refracti,·e index decrement from unity. Thus. the form of this equation
satisfies eq. (3.1), and tomographic image reconstruction using <t> as the input
data is achieved with a standard algorithm. Phase-contrast X-ray CT thereby
depicts the distribution of b inside th object by processing <t>'s obtained in different projection directions . Interference patterns do not have a projecti\·e form
(see eq. (2.1)), and therefore cannot be processed under a tomographic configuration. Thus, measuring phase-mapping images

<I>

is indispensable to achieve

phase-contrast X-ray CT.
The difference between phase-contrast X-ray CT and absorption-contrast Xray CT is thus their input data to the reconstruct ion algorithm
to compare image sens itivities, the magnitudes of

<I>

<t> and Itt. Here.

and pt per atom are com-

pared. using the atomic absorption coefficient p., eq. (3.11) is written as

(3.13)

where Nk is the atomic dens ity of element k. On the other hand, 6 in cq. (3.12)
is written as [24]

(:3.14)

II
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II'IH'r<' Z, f', and r, arC' the atomic number, the real part of th<' anomalous atomic
scattering factor. and the classical elect ron radius. The substitutiou of eq. (:l.ll)
into eq. (:3.12) yields

<I>=

j L XklikdV,
k

Pk

=r,ii(Zk +

.fk).

(:l.l))

Thus, the difference betll'een eqs. (3.1:3) and (3.1.5) is I'• and p. There-fore. tlw
image sensitivities for the absorption-contrast nwthod and tllC' phasf'-('Qntrast
method are compared by calcu lating l'a and p.
The both values can be calculated using the data reported in re-fs. [:2.5.:26]. In
Pig. 3-2, p and I'• arc plotted versus the atomic number. Tl1<' cun'<'S for 1.5-r\.

0.92-A. 0.5-A and 0.2-A X-rays are shown. It is easy to seC' that
greater than !la·

p is alll'ays

The difference extends to about a thousand times for light

elements. This means that the phase-contrast method is much more sensiti1·C' to
light elements than the absorption-contra. t method.
But image contrasts produced by

]J

and

I'•

are diffe renl because p and

I'•

depend on the atomic number in different manners. Therefore . I he image S<'nsitivities must be discussed carefully when the composition is not uniform. ll oll'ever, assuming that the composition inside an object is almost uniform and that
on ly the density is different, image contrasts produced from the distributions of

<I> and p.l are the same. Then. the difference betll'een <I> and 111 coincides with
the sensitivity difference . In fact. biological soft tissues co nsists of mainly hydrogen, carbon. oxygen and nitrogen. and the composition can bC' assumed to
be almost uniform. Consequently. it is concluded that the image sensiti1·ity of
phase-contrast X-ray CT to biological soft tissues is approximately a thousand
times greater t han that of absorption-contrast X-ray CT.
The detect ion accuracies of q, and 1'1 must be also discuss<'d for tlw image
comparison. According to the fringe scanning met hod, t he determination error
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where .\'Pis the total in ter f<"rin g photon number detected during th e fringe scan [27] .
,\ s to the Fourier-t ran sform method, the acc uracy is also at almost the same le,·el.
assum in g the est imation at the same spat ial resolution. It is easy to seC' th at tlw
determ ination error of ttl is also equal to the reciprocal of th e squa re root of t h<'
number of detected X- ray photon s. Therefore . it is concluded that thf'r<' is no
difference in the signal-to-no ise ratio of the images mapping <I> and t'l under the
same X-ray exposure. Thu s, the above est imat io n of the imagr• se ns iti,·il.'· is truc
even wh en the detection accuracv is taken into account.

3.4

Sample Rotation m Phase-Contrast X-Ray

CT
As mentioned. phase-contrast X- ray ('T is achie,·ed by mf'asuring the phasemapping images from differ<'nt projection directions. In th is stu dy. the proj<'cl ion
direct ion was varied by rotat ing a sa mple because X- rays from

il

S l~

so urc<' wr·rc

used. Thi s section describes the dcs ign concept of a rot at ion stag<' for a sa n1pl<'.
Th e optics for phase-co ntrast X-ray CT is fundamentally the sam<" as Fi g.
2-.J or fig. 2-8. For CT sca ns, a mechanism for sample rot at ion must bP added.
first. it is explained that t he rotation axis of t he sa mple should be pa rallel to
the scattering plane o f the int e rfcrometer

t he plane containing thf' object b<'am

path and the referen ce beam path.
Thi s is becau se visibili t ies of fringes para ll el to and perpendicu lar to tlw scatte ri ng plane are different. The an isotropy of the fringe ,·i sibility was reYea led in
the interference pattern of a plastic sphere shown in Fi g. 3-3.

In thi s rase. a

wedge phase shifter was placed in the reference beam pat h. ll orizontal fringes

II
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Fig. 3-3 r\n X-ray interference pat l<'m of a plast ir sph<'r<' <'XJlOs<'d to air. Th<'
interfere nce frin ges ncar the ldt and right sid<'s in the• inwge of the s phere
di sappeared.

Th e hori zontal fringes in the background ll'e re the carrier

fringes . The dark area on the right side of til<' spher<'
the rod supporting tlw sphere.

II'

as the s hadoll' of
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X-ray wavefronts ~

Object

Fig. 3-4 Illu st ration of the beam deflection clue to the refraction by an object .
For comprehensi,·eness, the beam deflection is illustrated exaggerated ly.
The deflection angle is typically a few seconds of arc.

in the background were the carrier fringes produced by the phase shifter. Fine
fringes at the center of the picture were produced by the sphere, and the dark
area in the right of the image was the shadow of the holder rod of the sphe re . If
the fringe visibility was isotropic, circle fringes should be shown. ll owe\·er. fringes
at the left and right sides of the sp here were not shown , whil e fine fringes were
shown in upper and lower parts of the sphere. This means that the ,·isibility of
vertical fringes was relatively low especially when the spacing was narrow. and
that the fringes at the left and right sides of the sphere were smeared out.
This phenomenon is related to the performance of the three slabs of the interferometer. In Section 1.2, it was explained that the crystal slabs function as
X-ray half-mirrors. Strictly, the performance is influenced by the incident angle
of the X-rays. As a matter of fact, X-ray beam is deflected by the object clue to
refraction, as illustrated in F'ig. 3-4. The refractive index of organic materials
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for .'\-rays is typically 1- 10- 6 and the deflection angle is occasional!~· as large
as se1·eral seconds of arc. Usuall.1· this beam d<'flection is n<'gligiblc assuming the
observation with the spatial resolution of several tens of rnicrons .. \ ctually. the
principle of X-ray CT assumes that the X-rays propagatC' in a straight lint•.
llowe1·er. when the X-ray interferometer is used. the amount of the b<'ain
deflection is not negligibl<' bC'cause the angular width that satisfies the' Bragg
diffraction condition of the analyzer (the third slab) is one or two seconds of arc.
Therefore. the incident angle of the object beam to the analyzer cannot assumed
to be uniform within the 1·icw area. X-rays deflected beyond the angular width
cannot pass the analyzer. Consequently, interference fringes do not appea r.

1~\'('n

when the deflection angle is within the angular width. the fring<" 1'isibilit.1·

IS

influenced.
The dynamical theory of X-ray diffraction by a perfect crystal shows that the
deflection of the incident X-rays from the exact Bragg angle causes much larger
deflection of the direction of the X-ray propagation in the crystal [16.28]. as illustrated in Fig. 3-5. Roughly estimated. the beam deflect ion angle is magnified
by 104 times in a crystal. This means that the exit of thC' ddkctcd bcam behind the third slab is considerably different from that of thP bea111 at tlw cxact
Bragg cond ition. Then, the spatial coherency between the object bC'am and the
reference beam, which is on the exact Bragg diffraction condition. is insufllcienl.
Consequently. the fringe visibility decreases.
However. when the incident beam deflects in the perpendicu lar dirC'ction to
the diffraction ,·ector H shown in Fig. :3-e}. the Bragg difrraction condi1 ion is
not influenced.

Therefore. the b<'am deflection in this direction do not nwsc

the magnification of the beam deflection in the crysta l. The anisotrop_1· of thP
fringe visibility arose from this anisotropic response of the X-ray half-mirror to
the deflection of the incident beam.
li enee, the rotation ax is of thE' sample parallel to the scattering plane was

IT
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Fig. 3- 5 X-ray beam path in the crystal varies sensitively depending on the incident angle. A few seconds of deviation in the incident angle in the parallel
direction to the difl'raction vecto r 11 causes a few degrees of beam deflect ion
in the crystal. Consequently, the exit point of X- rays varies remarkably
depending on the incident angle. When the incident beam deflects in the
perpendicular direction, such a phenomenon does not occur.
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adopted for CT scans. In this case, the CT reconstruction concerns to tlw phas<'shift profile in the vertica l direction. The fringe visibility is higlwst in this dirPction.
Apart from the fringe visibility discussed above. however. it is hard to determine the phase-mapping image from an interference paUern such as Fig. :3-:l,
where interference fringes are too narrow. The spatial resolution of the X- ray image sensor a\·ailable for digital image proce sing is limited to about len microns
at present. Therefore. it is preferable to obsetTe objects that do not produce' narrower fringes than the detector resolution limit. But this does not mean that only
small or thin objects are observable with this technique. The narrowE>r fringes
means larger deflection by refraction. Large refraction occurs mainly at the surface of the sample when the sample is obsen·ed in air because the jump of the
refractive index is large at the surface. If the sample is obsen·ed in liq uid. too
large refraction does not occur at thf' surface because the difference in the refractive indices of liquid and the sample is suitably small. Consequently. fringes
due to outline shape is adequately controlled. Figure 3-6 shows the interfE'rence
pattern produced by the plastic sphere immersed in water. The spacing of the
frin ges was reasonable for the image processing.
To observe the image in Fig. 3-6. a cell filled with water was used, and the
st ru cture is shown in Fig. 3-7. On the entrance and exit sides of X-rays, thin
plastic plates were attached on the cell frame . They were parall el. and no beam
deflection occurred at the window by aligning the o?IJ so that the X-ray beam
impinged on the window from the normal direction. The horizontal rod for the
rotation of the sample pierced a hole prepared on the cell frame. The frame was
fixed to the rigid part of the apparatus, and thereby only the sample could rotate
against the X-ray beam.
Moreover. t he cel l is convenient for the observation of biological soft tissues.
which are usually wet. If necessary, t he refractive index of the liquid in the cell
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Fig . 3-6 An X-ray int<>rferenre pat tern of the plastic sphere in water. Interference fringes were ,·isible throughout tlw area in ,·iew.

can be adjusted to almost the same value as the average refractive index of the
sample by mixing other solution in water. aiming at the reduct ion of the beam
deAection at the sample surface more <.>ffertively. Furthermore, the physiological
environment can be controlled when biological tissues are obscn·ecl .
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;jQ

Fixed to
th e ri gid part

Fig. 3-7 The structure of a sample cell filled with water. A ample was attached
to a rod and rotated in the cell. The frame of the cell was fixed to the other
part of the apparatus. and only the sample rotated against the object beam.
X-ray windows made of plastic plate were attached at the entrance and exit
sides of the cell.

Chapter 4
Phase-Contrast X-ray
Torno grams
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, observation results with the apparatus of phase-contrast X-ray
CT are presented. In Section 2.:1. two methods
and the fringe scanning method

the Fourier-transform method

were described for obtaining phase-mapping

images from interference patterns. which were used for the CT image r<'construction . first . it is shown that the fringe scanning method is appropriate for
phase-contrast X-ray CT by comparing the tomograms of a plastic sphere· reconst ructed from phase-mapping images obtained with the two nteLhods . :\ext, ring
artifacts characteristic of phase-contrast X-ray CT are discussed. The origin of
the artifacts and measures to reduce the artifacts are described.
The phase-contrast X-ray CT apparatus imprm·ed to reduce the artifacts was
applied to the observation of cancerous tissue. The purpose of that observation
was to examine whether phase-contrast X-ray CT distinguishes cancer lesions
from normal tissue without stain in g, aiming at medical applications . . \! though
the observation area is limited to 5 mm at present, a three-dimensional image
that revea ls cancerous parts is presented.
In a ddition to obtaining image contrast , another important task in diagnostic
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X-ray im aging is lo understand the image contrast in relation lo the struct ure.
In the case of phase-cont ra st X-ray CT, what information is obtained from tomograms? Section 3.:3 showed that the di stribution of{; creates th e image contrast
of phase-contrast tomograms. In Section 4.4. more detailed discussion about the
mcaning of t he image cont rast of phase-contrast tomograms is pr<'se nted . Based
on the discussion. the co ntrast effect of human blood is considered. as a n example of another possible obsen ·at ion target with the phase-cont rast technique in
biological systems .
The present techniqu e in voh·es unsolved problems. part icularly for med ical
app lication. Finally. problems arc pointed out. and a strategy for application of
phase-contrast X-ray imaging are brieny discussed.

4.2

Preliminary Studies Using Test Object

This sect io n first compares the phase-contrast to mograms obtained with t he
Fourier- tran sform method and with the fringe scanning method usin g a plastic sphere 1 mm in diameter as a lest sample. The plastic is a compound of
pol y met hylmethacrylal<' and polystyr<'nc. To create the carr ier fringes for the
Fouri er-t rans form meth od , a c] ,5° wedge-s haped phase shifter made of acrylic resin
was used . Thi s phase shifter produced carrier fringes with 78.5-Jtm inter va ls for
0.92-A X-rays. The sam p le was rotated in 1.8° steps in the cell filled with water
( Fig . 3-8) . For the com·enience of the expe riments. the same phase shifter was
used to apply the fringe scan nin g method. The wedge was mo1·ed in the direction
of the wedge slope: the thickness varied and the phase difference was proportional to the di sta nce of the wedge displacement. Four interference pattern s were
measured to obtain a phase-mapp ing image by mo1·ing the wedge in steps of one
quarter of the carrier fringe spac ing.
The phase-contrast tomograms obtained with the Fou rier-t ra nsform and fringe

.j:l
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scann in g methods a r<' shown in Fi gs . 1- l and 1-2 . Tomog rams are pr<'s<'nt<'d for
thr<"e slic<' location s. The sli ce I cor responds to th e center o f the spll<'r<'. The
inl <'n·a\ between the slice location s was [7.5
co rresponded to 35.1-f.lm.

flll1.

Th e thickness of t h<• sl ic<'s

The tomograms were reconst ruct I'd by .j 12 x :j 12

pixels. and the pixel size was 5.7

fL111

x 5.7

fLlTI .

Comparing tlw phas<'-contrast

tomograms ob tained with these methods ren•als two cha racteristic diff<'rencPs.
On e is that the spatial resolution of the phase-contrast tomograms obtained
with t he fringe scanning method ( Fig.

1-2) is better th an th at of tomograms

obtained with the Fourier-t ran sform method ( Fi g. -1- 1). The spa tial rcso lut ion of
the tomograms in Fig. ·1-1 is estimated to be 120 11m from the <'dg<' sl<'<'pncss in the
sampl e image, and the va lue is almost the same as the theoretically calcu lated
reso lution limit for the Fourier-t ransform method (Section 2.3) . On the otlwr
hand. it is easy to see that the spat ial resolution of the tomog rams in Fig. 1-2
is much better. Small bubbles acc identally mixed in during moldin g a r<' resoh·ed
(dark clots). Estimating from the size of detected bubbles. the spat ial r<'sol ut ion is
less than 40 f1m. This res ult is consis tent with the theoretical predi ctio n that th<'
fringe scan ning method provid es phase- mappin g images of tlw s patial r<'solution
better than that achieved with the Fourier-t ransform method.
The other difference is that there are ring a rtifacts in the phas<'-con t ra st tomograms obtained with the fringe-sca nning method ( Fig. 1-2) . In thi s cas<'. the
phase drift was respon sible for the artifacts, as ''erificd b~· the <'xperimcnta l r<'su lt s
described below.
\\'hen the beam inten sity outgoing from the intcrferometf'r was monitored
with a :\a! scintillat ion detector t hrough a 0.:3 mm x 0.3 nun sl it. the inte nsity
fluctuated randomly on the time sca le of secon ds ( Fig. -1-3(a)).

It \\'as clear

that this phenomenon was not Lhf' resul t of a fluctuation in beam

int<'n s it~·

it -

se lf. but rather a rose from th e movement of the interference frin ges across the
view area. This is beca use the beam intensity measurt>d by the l\a l sc intillation

Slice 2

S li ce 3

to the center of the sphere.

were reconstructed from the phase-mapping images produced by the Fourier-transform method. Slice l corresponds

Fig. 4-1 Phase-contrast tomograms of the plastic sphere 1 mm in diameter obtained with 0.92-A X-rays. These tomograms
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the center of the sphere. Dark dots shown in the tomograms are bubbles accidentally rn..i.xed in during molding .

were reconstructed from the phase-mapping images produced by the fringe scanning method. Slice l corresponds to

Fig . 4-2 Phase-contrast tomograms of the plastic sphere 1 mm in diameter obtained with 0.92-A X-rays. These tomograms
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4-3 Intens ity of the beam outgoing from the interferometer monitored with
a Na l scintillation detf'clor through a 0.:3 mm x 0.3 mm slit. The fluctuation in the monitored intensity decreased from (a) to (b) by covering the
interferometer ll'ith a hood.

detector became stable when the propagation of the reference beam ll'as interrupted. Therefore, it is likely that the interference pattern moved during the
beam cxposur<' and image acquisition in our experiments of phase-contrast X-ray
CT. The movement of the interference pattern means that the phase difference
between the two beams was not kept stable. Because the fringe scanning method
assumes that the phase difference is varied at a constant step, the movement of
the interference pattern. or the phase drift. must cause errors in the determination of phase-mapping images. Actually. the carrier fringes slightly remained
being superposed on the phast"-mapping images ll'hen the interference fringes
moved during the fringe scan. The remaining fringes were responsible for the
ring artifacts in the tomograrns. On the other hand, such ring artifacts do not
appear in the tomograms obtained with the Fourier-transform method because a
phase-mapping image is produced from one inte rference pattern.
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Thus. the fringe scanning method pro,·iclecl better spatial resolution. but the
image quality was degraded by thP rin g a rtifacts. \·Vhich nwthod is appropriate
for phase-contrast X-ray C'T? As mentioned, the spatial resolution achiew·d h_,. the
Fourier-transform method is limited by the carrier fringe spacing. Therefore. to
improve the spatial resolution, a wedge phase shifter that produces finer carriPr
fringes must be used. llowP\·er. using our experimental setup. fringe 1·isibility
decreased when the fringe spacing was less than 50 Jtm. Then. the con,·ersion
from an interference pattern to a phase-mapping image will be not accurate. On
the other hand, the spatial resolution at the same le,·el as that of the imagr srnsor
is achieved in principle by using the fringe scanning method. Therefore. the fringe
scanning method was adopted for the observation shown later. In stead. efforts
were made to reduce the phase drift, as d('scribecl below.
First, the interferometer was covered with a hood, and the intensity of the
X-ray beam outgoing from the interferometer was monitored . As shown in Fig.
4·3(b). the hood was evidently effecti,·e to reduce the rluctuation in the beam
intensity. This suggests that the air How around the interfcromct('r caused the
movement of the interference pattern. It is likely that th,., tcmp<'raturf' gradient
caused by the air flow was responsible for deformation of the int<>rfcronwtcr. The
movement of the fringes, or th(' phase drift, must arose from the ddormation.
Furthermore, the wedge phase shifter was replaced with a plate phase shifter.
By rotating the plate phase shifter. the effecti,·e thickness ,·aries and the phase
difference can be tuned. The advantage of this phase shifter is that no carrit·r
fringe is produced. Therefore, even if the phase difference drifts to

SO

Ill<' cxl<'n1. no

stripe pattern appears on phasC'·mapping images. Consequently, the ring artifacts
do not appear. In stead, the rotation angle of the plate phase shift<'r is nonlinear
to the produced phase difference and must be calibrated in advance.
The X-ray wavelength was also changed to 0.7

A.

The advantages of using

shorter wavelength are that the attenuation in the beam intensity by passing
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through the sample (and th cell filled with water) is smaller. and that the spacing
of the interference fringes is wider because the phase shift is proportional to the
wavelength (see eqs. (3.12) and (3 .1 ·1)). Therefore. our experinwntal station was
also moved to BL-l ·IB , where high-nux X-rays of this wavelength were available
from the vertical wiggler. Because the X-rays were linearly polarized in 1·ertical
direction there. moreover. the intensity loss due to polarization was a1·oided. The
X-ray nux in front of the sample was estimated to be,) x 10 5 photons/mm 2 /sec.
The improved exper imental setup is shown in Fig. 4-.J.

Figure .J-.5 shows

a detailed view of the apparatus of phase-contrast X-ray CT. The X-ray interferometer was placed on a table of the goniometer whose rotation accuracy was

0.0 ,., . The stages of the samp le and the phase shifter were fixed on a base. The
base was isolated from the goniometer for the interferometer to pre1·ent 1·ibration
caused by fringe scans and CT scans from disturbing interference. The designs
of the stages of the samp le and the phase shifter were almost the same. Each
stage consisted of horizontal and vertical linear stages and a rotation stage of
a horizontal axis . The displacement of the samp le rotation axis was designed
within 2 Jtm over 360° rotation . All translations and rotations were controlled
by pul se motors. The interferometer was covered with a hood for reduction of
the phase Auctuation. On all sides of the hood, polymer sheets were attached.
Because holes for the insertion of the sam ple and the phase s hifter were prepared.
the effect of the hood was in sufficient. Therefore. the larger hood that covered
the whole space on the base was also used. The walls of the hood were made of
acrylic resin. X-ray beams passed through the holes made on the walls, where
polymer films were attached. F'igure 4-6 is pictures of the apparatus. By using
this apparatus, the X-ray interferometer was stab le for more than several hours.
An example of the phase-mapping image obtained with this apparatus has
already been presented in Fig. 2-9. In this case, the X-ray image sensor was
operated at a pixel size of 6 Jim x 12 Jim. Using such phase- mapping images,
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.j9

Synchrotron
radiation

~

X-ray image sensor

Fig. 4-4 Experimental set up of phase-cont rast X-ray CT. Th e phas<" differencP
bet ween the two beams was \'a ri ed and tuned by rotatin g a p last ic ph ase
shifter. The interferometer was cove red with a hood to rcd uc<' t hP phase
drift. The collimator was used to expand the beam sizP in thi s cas<'.

I

I

I I

stage, SM: base, Hl and H2 : hoods, S: sample, and PS: phase shifter.

ferometer, GM: goniometer for the interferometer, XS: horizontal linea~ stage, ZS: vertical linear stage, RS: rotation

Fig. 4-5 A view of the apparatus of phase-cont rast X-ray CT from the downstream of the X-ray beam. XI: X-ray inter-
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Fig. 4-6 Pictures of the apparatu s of phasp-contrasl X-ray C'T. (a) The whole
view. (b) The 1·icw aro11nd the inlcrf<'rom<'lcr (til<' hood has bC'en rC'tllOI"C'C!).
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F ig. 4-7 Phase-contrast tomogram of tiH• plasti< spiH'r<' I mn1 in dianwlcr. (a)
One of tlH' rewnstructcd tomogram. "llw thi<kn<'" COJTPsponding to the
tomogram is 12 pn1. Dark dots shown in the image are bubbles accidC'nlally
mixed in during molding. (b).\ thrcc··dinl('nsional Pxprcssion of the cntirf'
data made by slacking all tom0grams. On<' octant has bc<'n cropped to
show the insidc of t he• splwr<'.
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Fig. 4-8 Absorption-contrast tomogram of the plastic sphe re.

the reconst ructed phase-contrast tomognun of the plastic sphere is show n in Fig.
4-7. A tomogram near the center of the sphere is shown in (a). The thickness
of tlw tomogram coJTPsponds to I :2

Jllll.

Th<' three-dimensional expression of the

entire data made by stacking all tomograms is shown in (b). One octant has been
cropped to s how the inside of the sphere. In this case. phase-mapping images were
measured at two hundreds angular settings m·er 180°. Assuming that the X-ray
beam propagates in a straight line. nwasurements from 180° to 360° were omitted.
The tomograms were reconst ructrd using thP COIII·ol ution backprojection method
described in Section 3.2 . The ring a rtifacts were thus much less than those in
Fig . .J.-2. The s patial resolution was also improved . and the bubbles a re detected
a little more clearly. The resolution limit of the system is est im ated to be about
30 J.l.m.
Finally. phase-contrast and absorption-co11t rast tomograms were compared .
Figure 4-8 shows an absorption-contrast tomogram of the plastic sphere obtained
by interrupting the propagation oft he reference beam. The wavelength and flux
of the X-rays irradiated to the sample were the same as those used to obtain the
phase-contrast tomograms . Th e high sens itivity of phase-cont rast X-ray CT is
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rf'adily e1·ident.

4.3

Application to Biological System

The moti1·ation of the development of this technique is the observation of biological soft tissues. Here. an obsetTation result of a cancerous rabbit liver fixed in
formalin is presented. VX2 cancer cells were implanted in a rabbit to generate
the cancerous liver. The li1-er was ren101·ed two months later and fixed in formalin. A cylindrical piece. approximately 5 mm in d iameter, was remo1-ccl for C'T
observation. The sample was Sf't in the water-filled cell (Fig. 1-7). TII<' phasemapping images were acquired by rotating the sample in 0.9° stcps o1·er a scan of
180°. A ten-step fringe scan was made at c1·cry angular setting. Assuming that
the X-ray beam propagates in a straight line. measure-ments from 180° to :360°
were omitted. Interference patterns were measured with the X-ray image sensor
operating at a pixel size of 12 pm x 12 11m. Tomograms were reconstructed
using the com·olution-backprojection method with .512 x .)12 pixels. Stacking
tomograms, a three-dimensional image of 12 pm 3 1·oxcls was obtained.
One of the reconstru ted tomograms is shown in Fig.

l-9(a) and a thr<:C'-

dimensional expression of the enti re data made by slacking all tomograms is
shown in Fig. 4-9(b), where one quadrant and outer part have been cropped.
Fig. 4-9( c) is an optical photograph of the specimen which was cut into a I 0

I'm slice and stained with haematoxylin-cosine after the \.-ray obsc•n·ation. The
slice position corresponds to that shown in (a). Comparing (a) with (c). one can
see that the cancer lesion (left half) is easily distinguishable from the normal
liver tissue (right half) and. moreover. that the structure inside the tumor is
made visible. Two characteristic areas of bright and dark contrast exist in the
tumor. The bright area is identified as a degenerated cancer les ion. and t he dark
as nondegenerated. f ibrous structures a re also depicted in the ma rginal region
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(i.)

Fig. 4-9 Phase-contrasllomograrn of a sample cut from a cancerous rabbit liver
fixed in formalin. (a) One of the recon st ructed tomograms . The thickness
corresponding to the image is 12 Jl-lll . (b ) A three-dimensional expression of
the entire data made by slack ing all tomograms. On e quadrant and outer
part haH' been cropped . (c) An optical photograph of the specimen which
was cut into a 10 pm sl ic<' and stai ned with haematoxylin-eosin<> after the
X-ray obsetTation. The sli r<' position of the specimen corresponds to that
shown in (a). The cancer l<'sion (left half ) is easily distinguishable from the
normal li'"'"r tissue (ri ght half). Structures in the tumor a re a lso shown.
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of the tumor.
:\1ore details of the obs<'n·ation resu lt of the rabb it liver are discussed with
Fig. 4-10; (a) is another tomogram, and (b) is the contrast profile on the line
A B. Because the sample was observed in water.

bsub

indicates the difference in

the b-value between the sample and water. The true 6-value can be calculated
by adding the b-\·alue of water for 0.7 ,\ X-rays. 7.4
component (standard deviation of

bsub)

X

w-•,

to

Dsub·

The noise

of the tomogram is at most 1.7

X

10- 9 .

estimating in the area where the inherent fine structure in the sample is not
discernible. This means. therefore, that the diffe>rence of 5 x 10- 9 (three times of
the estimated standard deviation) is significantly differentiated with the present
signal-to-noise ratio. As a result. it is concluded that 0.7% of the determination
accuracy of the 6-value is achieved. This result will be used in the following
discussions.

4.4

Interpretation of Image Contrast

The above result indicates that the present technique has the potential to depict cancer lesions and their patholog ical condition three-dimensionally without
staining. As a next step . one must know the quantity wh ich produces the image
contrast, for quantitative analysis of phase-contrast tomograms. As mentioned,
phase-contrast tomograms display the distribution of b inside objects. In this seclion, the meaning of the contrast of phase-contrast X-ray CT is discussed more
in detail. Based on the discussion. contrast effect of human blood is considered
as another main contrast origin in biological sy tems .
In the hard X-ray region. the![ in eq. (3.14) is much smaller than the atomic
number Zk. and therefore 6 is approximately proportional to

I: 1\ 'kZk.

Especially

for light elements, the atomic mass is almost proportional to t he number of electrons, and consequently

I: NkZk

is approximately proportional to I. he specific
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gra1·ity. This means that tlw phase-contrast tomogt·am rc1·eals the dt>nsity distribution inside tlw object. Therefore. one can know from t lw observation result
pict urE'd in Figs . ·1-9 and 1-10 that the density of th<' cancerous tissue is sn1aller
than that of the normal li1·er tissue and. furthermore. increases d<'p<'ncling on t hf'
degree of degeneration.
ThE' obsen·ation resu lt of the rat cerebellar slice described in Section 2. I is
consistent with above consideration. The specific gra,·ity of lipid is smaller than
those of the other parts of body. Therefore. the white matter looked dark in the
phase-mapping image because it contains high density of myeline whose p<'rcentage of lipid is characteristically high (60%-70%) [22]. The artificial replacenwnt
of lipid with water actually decreased the contrast between the white matter and
the granular layer.
The detection limit of t he density de,·iation is estimated to be about 7 mg/ cm 3
from the determination accuracy of 5 described in Section -1.3. The amount of
the detection limit makes us expect that blood distribution might be obscn·able
because red blood cells contain iron and the density is rdati,·ely high ..\!though
this conjecture cannot be proved to be correct with in rirfJ obsen·at ion at prPsent.
the effect of blood on phase-contrast images was evaluated by measuring b-1·alucs
of human blood and serum.
The liquid samp les were put in a cell placed in one of the beam paths of the
interferometer. The cell was made of acrylic resin \\'hose wall at the side where
the X-rays exit was inclin ed away from the entrance side (Fig.

1-1 I). The c<'ll

had two section s for testing with a reference samp le.
Interference fringes like those in Fig. ·1-12 were obseJTed. The interference
fringes at the center part of Fig. 4-12 were caused by the acrylic partition bclll'<"<'n
the two sections. and the fr inges on the both sides were caused by the liquid s in
the cell. The larger the 5 of the sample is, the finer the interfe re nce fringes arc.
When the angle between the walls of the cell is

Ow

{see Fig. ·I- ll ). the b of the
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Iiquid samp les

Fig. 4-11 The structure of the sample cell made of acrylic resin for the measurement of the refractive index of blood. The wall was 1 mm thick, and
the X-ray exit side was at an incline.

sample in the cell is

6--.\_
- I tan Gw'
where I is the observed interva l of the interference fringes. Tlw value of

(-1.1)

Gw

of

the cell was 2 ±0.4 degrees. Thus, the absolute ''alue of 6 was determined by
measuring I.
We measured the 6's of distilled water, physiological sa lt so luti on and hu man blood with 0.7-A, 0.8-A and 0.92-A X-rays. In ad di t ion , human blood was
separated into serum and corp uscles an d was also tested with 0. 8-A a nd 0.92-

A X-rays .

We added 3.3% of heparin to the human blood sample to prevent
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Fig . 4-12 An example of an intcrktTilC<' pattern obtained with the cell shown

in Fig. -l-11. The refracti\'e index of the liquid sample in the cell was
determined by measuring th<' intetTal of the fringes. The center part of the
image was clue to the acrylic partition. Both sides fringes were caused by
the samples.
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Tab le I ,\kasured 1·alucs of 6 (x JQ- 6 ) with 0.7-A. 0.8-,\ and 0.92-,\ X- rays.
A (A)
0.7
0.8
0.92

distilled
water
0.7.[7

physiological
salt solution
0.7.11
0.979
1.306

serum

corpuscles

blood

<tcrylic
0.8fil

1.019
].:38.)

0.77')
1.0:)6
l.:].'j:3

I'('SJJJ

0.999
1.321

I .I :2D
l.lt\6

coagulation during measurement.
The measured 1·alues of fJ from interference patterns arc listed in Table I. The
accuracy of the fJ's depended on the accuracy of A. a.,. and I, and was estimated
to be within ±2o/c. As to the relative valu<' of fJ betw<'en samples. the accurac.1·
depended only on I because the influence by A and

Ou·

was canceled. Heading

error of the fringe spacing I depended on how many fringes wcrc obsern•d. and
was estimated to be within ±0 ..3%. Therefore. the dirr<'r<'ncc of fJ a111ong thP
samples was accurate within ±0.5o/c.

ln Fig . 4-13 . 8/ A2 is plotted against A using tlw measurPd 1·alues in Tab!P I.
This is consistent in that fJ is proportional to A2 (se<' f'q.(:J.ll)). Til<' diff<'rcnc<'
of fi among the samples was significant. The 6 of corpuscl<'s was <'Specially larg<':
we expect this because corpuscles contain a high concentration of iron. To t h<'
contrary. the fi of serum was comparati1·cly small. Consisl<'llt with this. the b of
blood was approximately :3o/c larger than that or serum b<'causc or the corpuscular
ingredient in blood. Thf' 1·alues of blood were more scattered than those of the
other samples. It is likely that the corpuscular ingredient began to set tic during
measurement.
This result suggests that blood distribution in a body should p roduce a struclure in a phase-contrast X-ray image. Although blood nows in all organs. tlw
distribution of blood is dirrerent depending on the organ and the pathological

IZ
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Fig. 4-13 Plot of 6/ >. 2 versus). using the meas ured Yalues of 6 in Table I.
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Fig. 4-14 The X-ray phase shift <I> is determined by 8b . 8'. and l (see eq . (·1.2)) .

cond it ion. Here. we estimate the contrast effect of blood distribution with the
simple model shown in Fig. 4-ll. \\'h en a blood region such as a blood vessel
ex ists in an organ whose 8 value is 8'. the X- ray phase shift <!> caus<'d by blood is
wr itten as

<1>

= 27r (8b- u'') t.

T

(U)

where 8b is the 8 value of blood and l is t he size of the bl ood region. Because
organs contain blood throughout in t heir capillary ,·essels. we define

8' = c8b

+ {1- c)8,.

(·1.:3)

where 8, is the value of ser um and cis the ave rage density of blood in a organ {if
c

= 1,

then 8'

= 8b

and if c

= 0, 8' = 8,) .

Thus , the 8 of a tissue in the absence

of blood is assumed to be lhe same as 8, because the dominant origin o f blood
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F ig. 4- 15 The minimum thickness lmm observable by blood phasr contrast. The
cis the average blood density of the surrounding region. The curve for 0. -

A X- rays

was calculated from the measured data in Table I. The cun·e for

0.2-A X-rays was estimated by using the relation, <I> ex A.

contrast is red blood cells. From eqs.(·1.2) and (·1.3), the phase shift

<1>

is

27r

<I>= --:x-(1- c)(ob- o,)t .
At the present signal-to-noise ratio of the phase-mapping images . the detection
limit of the phase shift is estimated to be 27r /50."

Therefore. the detectable

IllininlUITI size lmin is

lmin

=

A
·
50(1- c)(ob- 8,)

(·1.5)

Figure 4-15 shows lmm calcu lated using the measured values for 0.8-A X-ra.ys.
· Th is value depends on the X-ray exposure used to obtain images.
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For medical diagnostic usc, an estimation for X-rays of s hort E' r wan'icngth is
necessary because the absorption of 0.8-A X-rays is too largr for invrstigati on of
the human body. Therefore, using the relation <I> ex .\. tlw curve' for 0.2 A . which
is a typical a\·erage wa,·clength for diagnostic use, is also s hown.
The ,·alue of c is not clear in a living body. llowe,·er. a rough <'stimation
from a cap illary density may be possible.

For example. the capillary volume

ratio to the total volume in subendocad ium of human I ft H'ntricil" is rcporl<'d
to be approximately 50'){ [29]. Therefore, the c value in this rase also might lw
approximately 50'1c. According to Fig. ~ - 1.5. a region a hundr<'d minons thick
might be detectable using blood phase contrast. assuming the prese nt signa l-tonoise ratio. As for the late ral direction, one can resolve 0.1-mm structu res by the
X-ray image sensor. Therefore. submillimct er spatial resolution by blood phase
contrast in th ree-d imen sional space might be achie,·ed.
Thus, blood can affect the X-ray phase contrast. There are other materials
that produce the X-ray phase contrast because the density is not uniform in I h<'
li ving systems . For diagnostic application. it is necessary to measure .5-,·alues of
other parts of body and to prepare a data table s imilar to the ('T \·aluc tab!<"
used for current diagnosis.

4.5

Future of Phase-Contrast X-Ray Imaging

lt has been shown that phase-contrast X-ray CT is useful for obscn·ing biological soft tissues . For medical applications. howe,·er. some problems remain. The
most crucial is widening of the observation area. The prPsPnt observation area
is limited by the size of the monolithic X-ray interferometer. On e answcr is to
develop a separate-type X-ray interferometer to expand the spac ing betwef'n the
X-ra y half-mirrors. Some papers [30 32] ha,·e described such X-ray interferom eters that consist of two crystal blocks and an optical interferometer for their
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alignment. Such X-ray interferometers were fabricated to meas urC' prccis<>ly the
silicon lattice constant, being independent of the X-ray wa,·e\cngth. Tlw third
slab was se parated, and the oscillation in thr outgoing beam intensity was measu red. trans,·ersing the independent third slab in the direction parallel to the
diffraction Ycctor. The displacement of the slab was measured by a laser interferometer with an accu racy of a subangstrom order. The techniques used in those
X-ray/optical interferometers might be applied lo phase-contrast X-ray CT with
ll'id('r observation areas.
The scan time is another factor affecting the performance of the method.
This depends on the X-ray beam intensity and on the spatial resol ution that is
required . We acquired images in Fig. ·1-9 with l2-pm 3 voxels. taking about eight
hours for the measurement. One ll'ay to shorten the scan time is to compromise
the voxel size . For example. if tlw tomogram is reconstructed with 50-11m 3 voxe ls.
the X-ray exposure will be reduced by ,13 times because we are handling threedimensional data. The lime for the measurement is shorten aJso by using brighter
X-ray source. The third-generation synchrotron facilities such as SPring-S, which
is now under construction in Japan. ll'i\1 pro,·ide X-ray sources ll'hich meet this
demand. 1\owcn•'r, for medical applications . it is also required that X-ray sources
arc compact. Gnforlunately. such sou rces arc not a\·ailable to us at present, but
it should be reminded that the phase-contrast technique is useful rven for twodimensional X-ray imaging (radiography). I3ecau se only one projection image is
necd!"d. the time required for the measurement is much smaller than that of phasecontrast X-ray CT. In this case, other types of X-ray sou rces than the SR sources
might be a\·ailable, and phase-contrast radiography for medical use might be
practical. Then. radiographic diagnoses such as mammography and angiography
might progress by being combined with the phase-contrast technique.
Phase-co ntrast imaging. furthermore, rnight offer advantages in observing
stained objects. As mentioned, phase-cont rast X-ray CT reveals the structure
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in:;ide nonslained objects . llo11·e,·er, staining is a powerfu l approach because the
contrast of an area of particular interest can be C'nhanced. In such observation,
the high sensitivity of phase-contrast X-ray imaging would allow us to choose
from a wide variety of contrast media: i.e .. we would not be rPstrictPd to Iteal)'
materials for enhancement of the image contrast.
In this study. we concentrated on the obsetTation of biological soft tissues.
It is also e1·ident that the phasr-contrast technique may contribute lo matC'rials
science. For example. the present technique is useful in e1·aluating the quality of
composite organic materials, such as fiber reinforced plastics . F'or this purposP.
however, higher spatia] resolution is needed . The present resolution is worse than
that of the X- ray image sensor. The author conjectures that the beam dcnC'ction
described in Section 3.4 degraded the resolution. Although the tomograms were
reconstructed on the planes where the effect of the denection was smallest, the
effect of the deflection especially in the direction perpendicular to the planes was
not negligible. To impro1·e the spatial resolution. it is necessary to de,·clop a nPw
technique. such as holographic tomography [33]. laking into account the effC'ct of
the beam deRection caused by the sample.

Chapter 5
Concluding Remarks
This thesis described a now'! idea for tomographic image reconstruction using Xray phase information (phase-contrast X-ray computed tomography). The cross
sect ion of the X-ray phase s hift is about a thousand times greater than that of
X-ray absorption. Therefore. materials that do not abso rb X-rays well. such as
biological soft tissues. can be obsen·ed three-dimensionally without staining and
without serious exposure to radiation. Biological soft ti ssues were observed with
this novel technique using synchrotron X-rays. The results and conclusions of
this study arc mentioned as follows.
(1) Tlnec-step phase-contrast X-ray imaging using an X- ray interferometer was
desc ribed. The first step was the CO!ll·entionaltechniquc of recording X- ray
interference patterns on X-ray films. Phase-contrast X-ray images meant
such interference pattern s before the present st udy. Although the high sensitivity of phase-cont rast X-ray imaging was clear. there was no e,·id<'nce
that the sensitivity was sufficient for the ob se rvation of biological soft li ssues. As a preliminary study. we showed that the layer structure of a rat
cerebellum was depicted in the interference pattern.
ll owe,·er , within this technique. the merit of high sensitivity was not fully
utilized because quantitative understanding of the image was diflicult. As
the second step, techniques for obtaining an image of the phase shift di s-
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tribution, or the f)hil:i<'-mapping image. were present<'d. Because th<' phasr
shift was the project ion of the refract iV<' indrx decrenr<'nt b. t h<' sl rurl urc
appearing in th<' inrage was undrrslood quantitatiw·l.v.
As the third step . WC' de1·eloped phasC'-contrast X-ray ('T which r<'l·ealcd
the threC'-dimC'nsional distribution of the refracti 1·e index in s ide an object
using the phase-maf)ping images obtainC'd in different project ion directions
by rotating the objrcl.
(2) A cancerous tissue was obsetTed with phase-contrast .\-ray C'T. Th e cancer lesion in the rabbit li1·er was clearly differentiated from the nornral
live r tissue . and the deg ree of degeneration in the tumor was also depicted.
:vloreo1·er. fibrous tissues were observed in the marginal region of the tumor.
The 1·alue that creates the contrast in the phase-contrast tomograms was
approximately proportional to the distribution of the densit.1·. The image
contrast o[ the cancerous lesion. therefore, indicated that til<' density was
smaller than that of normal tissue. 'd oreovrr. the tomogram showed that
the density in the tumor increased depC'nding on the drgr<'<' of drgeneration.
Ph ase-contrast X-ray CT might be availabl

to in1·est igate other t issu<'s

whose density is characteristically different. Est imating fronr the signal-tonoise ratio of the obtained image. the detection limit of tlw dcnsity de1·iation
was 7 mg/cma
(3) On e attractive application target of phase-contrast X-ray C'T is mrdical
diagnostic use. Some problems of the present phase-contrast X-ray imaging
with respect to medical diagnostic use were discussed. The obsen·ation area
size is crucial at present. To illl·estigatc a body or a part of a body. an X-ra,·
interferometer that produces a wide observation area must be clen•lopecl. If
a large si licon ingot is available. a system sim ilar to the presented apparatus
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may be constructed. However, the de,·elopment of a larger ingot of a perfect
silicon crystal may take much time. As an alternative, the author briefly
mentioned separate type X-ray interferometers whose optical components
arc not monolit hie. Basing on the technique used in such intcrferometC'rs.
the development of phase-contrast X-ray imaging of wide observation areas
might be possibiP.
It is also necessary to shorten the scan time. The use of a brighter X-ray
source is an ideal solution. Compromising the voxel size is another solution: the exposure is inversely proportional to the third power of the voxel
size. Applications to two-dimensional cases such as mammography and angiography would be practical because these methods requ ire an image from
one projection direction. \\'e arc planning to de,·elop the phase-contrast
technique into medical applicat ions of the two-dimensional cases first.
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